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Abstract
Neurons in sensory systems encode and transmit information about attributes of the environment. Much of the information
transmitted by spiking neurons appears to be encoded in the rate at which they fire. This rate necessarily has a positive value. In
this paper, the implication of this constraint for models of motion detection is examined. The detection of image motion is
represented mathematically as a quadratic programming problem in which variables used to represent image speed are restricted
to positive values. This novel representation requires that additional constraints are introduced to stabilize motion computations
because quadratic programming problems require a surplus of unknowns to code for image speed. Two further constraints are
introduced into the model to take into account possible cases of image degeneracy. They are based upon (i) an a priori preference
for small image speeds, and (ii) the assumption that image motion parallel to contours of constant intensity for a one-dimensional
signal is zero. The latter assumption is shown to account for perceived biases in speed reported for type I plaid patterns [Castet,
E. & Morgan, M. (1996). Apparent speed of type-I symmetrical plaids. Vision Research 36, 223–32]. The model suggests that the
visual system uses separate constraints to stabilize motion computations. One set of constraints arises from the nature of the
motion detection process itself, while another two constraints take into account possible cases of degeneracy where image contrast
is low or near zero and where the image function is one-dimensional and the aperture problem prevails. © 2001 Elsevier Science
Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Marcelja (1980) was amongst the first to recognize
the striking similarities between the receptive fields of
simple cells found in area V1 of the visual cortex and
Gabor functions, filter kernels that have minimum
bandwidth product in the signal and frequency domain.
Since the proposal of these kernels as a model of simple
cell transfer functions, several researchers have pro-
posed accounts for the neural processes that occur
through areas V1 of the cortex and extrastriate area
MT; visual areas believed responsible for the processing
of motion signals (Movshon, Adelson, Gizzi, & New-
some, 1986).
Adelson and Bergen (1986) proposed an energy
model of motion processing based upon the reported
properties of complex cells found in visual area V1
(Hubel & Wiesel, 1962). Their model squared the re-
sponses of linear bandpass filters tuned to different
spatio-temporal frequencies. By comparing the re-
sponses of the squared filter responses tuned to oppo-
nent directions of motion, they showed how motion
information could be detected by the primate visual
system. Extensions of these ideas have followed from
Heeger (1987, 1992), Grzywacz and Yuille (1990) and
Simoncelli and Heeger (1998). Heeger’s recent work has
payed attention to the observation that the transfer
function of neurons can saturate as a function of
increasing image contrast. To address this issue, Heeger
proposed a mechanism of contrast normalization which
has proved successful in modeling the properties of
simple and complex cells found in area V1 of the visual
cortex (see also Carandini & Heeger, 1994).
Further insight into the computational properties of
motion sensitive neurons found in visual area MT was
made by Simoncelli and Heeger (1998). Their model
pooled the responses of model neurons of simple and
complex cells by an integration over frequency, space
and time. In the final stage of their model, they showed
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how image velocity could be detected by model MT
neurons whose transfer functions were taken from a
weighted combination of complex cell model neuron
responses. The weighted combinations of model com-
plex cell responses were constrained to lie on a plane
when using a frequency domain representation of the
image signal and filtering processes. Given an ensemble
of these model neurons tuned to different speeds and
orientations, image velocity was represented by a distri-
bution of model MT neurons’ responses. The model has
interesting characteristics; inhibitory suppression of op-
ponent motion processes (e.g. Rodman & Albright,
1987), contrast normalization, and tonic responses (e.g.
Movshon et al., 1986). There is, however, one concern.
The model requires an additional process that trans-
forms their distributed representation for image velocity
into a speed measurement. This process could be a
search engine that determines the velocity of the model
MT neuron that responds maximally, or it could involve
a weighted sum of model MT responses. This aspect of
the model is at present unspecified.
The proposed model shares many features with Si-
moncelli and Heeger’s. There are, however, differences.
One is that image motion is detected by iteration.
Another is that ideas from quadratic programming are
drawn upon. A link between visual motion and
quadratic programming is made because the latter deals
with restricted variables which are defined to be positive-
valued functions. Computational models of visual mo-
tion based upon these ideas will, therefore, adhere to the
neural constraint that firing rates are positive quantities.
Two problems emerge. First, by re-casting visual motion
detection as a quadratic programming problem, one is
required to substitute an unrestricted speed variable that
may span both positive and negative values for two
restricted variables each of which is constrained to be
positive valued. This substitution necessarily increases
the number of unknowns that the model is required to
determine by virtue of the restricted model employed to
detect image velocity. Second, the image signal may be
zero in contrast or one dimensional in structure and
therefore degenerate according to a 2-D model of mo-
tion perception. To handle both problems, it is necessary
to introduce a priori information into the model in order
to detect image velocity reliably which is the main theme
of the paper.
It has been posited that Bayesian inference and the
introduction of priors for low speed (Simoncelli, 1993)
can explain how the visual stabilizes motion computa-
tions under conditions of image degeneracy. Low speed
priors may be usefully employed to explain why per-
ceived direction for plaid patterns whose component
gratings differ markedly in contrast is biased towards
the normal direction of the component grating whose
contrast is highest. Low speed priors can also account
for contrast dependent decreases in perceived speed
(Simoncelli, 1993).
For type I plaid patterns, Castet and Morgan (1996)
found that perceived speed depended upon the magni-
tude of image spatial frequency components that were
orthogonal to the direction of motion of the image
signal (Appendix C). These findings appear inconsistent
with the predictions made by low speed priors as they
have been introduced into existing models of visual
motion. To account for Castet and Morgan’s data, it is
posited that the visual system exploits a priori con-
straints that are specifically designed to combat degener-
ate image signals that may arise (i) when image contrast
is zero, (ii) when the image signal is one dimensional in
structure and where the aperture problem prevails and
(iii) owing to the model employed by the visual system
and the stipulation that neural responses are constrained
to be positive-valued functions.
2. Motion detection
The proposed computational model has three stages
which are illustrated in Figs. 1A,B and 3. The first is a
stage of bandpass filtering using space-time separable
filters arranged in phase quadrature with even and odd
symmetry. The responses from these filters are combined
differently to give directionally selective filters. Spatial
support is defined by a Gabor function, while temporal
support was a causal exponential filter of order three
(Langley & Fleet, 1992; Fleet & Langley, 1995). The
linear filters in the model are combined according to the
phase-based approach proposed by Fleet and Jepson
(1990). Using the notation
I(x,t)(x, t)=R(x, t)=r(x, t)+ jrˆ(x, t)
=E(x, t)exp[ j(x, t)]
to denote the response from the convolution of an image
signal I(x, t) with the quadrature filter given by (x, t),
then energy is defined by E=(r2+ rˆ2) and phase by
tan = rˆ/r.
The partial derivatives of phase are detected by
combining the responses of the filter (x, t) and its first
partial derivatives. As illustrated in Fig. 1B, the deriva-
tives of phase are given by:
x(x, t)=
r(x, t)rˆx(x, t)− rˆ(x, t)rx(x, t)
r2(x, t)+ rˆ2(x, t)
(1)
The differentiation of the filtered image signal in the
model takes place via a separate pathway. This ap-
proach is chosen for computational convenience. As an
alternative, it is possible to determine the gradients of
phase by discrete differences over space and time. Fig.
1B also shows that there is a pooling of filter responses,
using a small space-time window of support given by W
(Fleet & Langley, 1995). The purpose of W is to
introduce a degree of spatial and temporal coherence
into motion computations. Explicitly, this process is
represented by:
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Fig. 1. (A) Illustrates the computations that lead to directionally selective model complex cell neurons from the space-time separable filters given
by S(x, y), G(t) and their quadrature counterparts given by S (x, y), G (t). The two possible combination of space-time separable filter responses
lead to directionally specific filter kernels, which in this instance have been given superscript labels (l, r) (Fleet & Jepson, 1990; Clifford & Langley,
1996). (B) Shows the stages of the model that lead to the squared phase gradient computations. Bandpass filter responses and their partial
derivatives are multiplicatively combined and subtracted. The numerical computations that take place at this stage of the model resemble those
used for the Reichardt motion detector. The next stage of the model pools the squared phase gradients over the signal domain, to define the input
signals to the motion network illustrated in Fig. 3. In (B), =pfxx
+ .
 x2=
 WE4x2+p fxx+
 WE4+p
(2)
where the constant p is a weighting with f+xx a tonic
response. The tonic response is given the interpretation
as the expected value for squared phase gradients (c.f.
Simoncelli & Heeger, 1998). Horizontal bars placed
above the phase gradient symbols (e.g.  x2) are used to
denote the pooling of measurements by the window W.
To generalize Eq. (2) to take into account all
quadratic combinations of spatial and temporal phase
gradients, it is necessary to compute cross products of
gradient signals like xt. These cross-products may be
unrestricted in sign and can present a problem because
neuron firing rates are considered to be positive-valued
functions. To adhere to this neural constraint the
identity:
xt=
(x+t)2− (x−t)2
4
(3)
is used to code for space– time cross-product signals
(Adelson & Bergen, 1986). Terms like (2) & (3) define
the inputs into the motion model, which is developed in
the next section.
2.1. Motion constraint equation
Gradient models of motion detection draw upon the
motion constraint equation by assuming that image
intensity is conserved over time and space (Horn &
Schunck, 1981). Equally, it can be assumed that the
phase response from bandpass filters is conserved over
time. This assumption leads to the phase-based motion
constraint equation first proposed by Fleet and Jepson
(1990):
xu+y+t=0 (4)
where the unknowns (u, ) are used represent image
velocity and x, y, t represent the partial derivatives
of phase in the two dimensions of space and time.
The unknowns in Eq. (4) are unrestricted variables.
Their numerical values may be either positive or nega-
tive. This property of unrestricted variables violates
constraints of neural transmission, since neural firing
rates are inherently positive valued functions. To over-
come this problem the substitutions u=u+1 −u−1 and
=1
+−−1 are made. The substitutions transform un-
restricted variables into restricted variables (Dantzig,
1963) and the problem of motion detection passes from
an ordinary linear regression problem to a linear or
quadratic programming problem. The unknowns
u1 , 1 are restricted because their values are con-
strained to be positive-valued. With these substitutions,
the basic constraint used to recover image velocity is
given by:
x(u+1 −u−1 )+y(+1 −−1 )+t=0 (5)
There are, however, two concerns with the model: (i)
the number of unknowns in the model has increased
from two to four and (ii) the transfer functions of each
restricted unknown is nonlinear because of the disconti-
nuity at the origin. Other transformations may of
course be considered. In Appendix B, it is shown how
motion information may be detected by the model
using only three restricted variables. On the other hand,
the number of restricted variables may be increased to
more than four to introduce ’speed-tuned’ restricted
variables. Here, one could consider limiting the re-
sponses of restricted variables to lie within upper and
lower (non-zero) bounds. This approach may be useful
to code for transparent motion signals but is not con-
sidered in this paper.
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Fig. 2. Velocity space representation of the constraints incorporated into the energy function given by Eq. (7). (A) The coherent velocity of an
image composed of two sinusoidal gratings can be found by the intersection of constraint lines (IOC) for each 1-D signal present in the image.
(B) An orthogonal trajectory may be thought to introduce an additional constraint line that passes through the origin of velocity space, parallel
to the normal velocity of each 1-D signal present in the image. (C) Zeroth-order regularization (Z-OR) is represented as an impulse function
centered at the origin of velocity space. For 1-D image signals, the magnitude of detected velocity is biased towards zero owing to the effects of
the regularizer but direction is veridical. (D) Feasible solutions for coding a fixed image speed using opponent pairs are represented in velocity
space (u1
+, u1
−) by parallel lines with a gradient of one. Introducing the constraint u1
+u1
− restricts feasible solutions for image speed to lie on the
principal axes of the parameter space. In (A)– (C) an unrestricted parameter space has been used to help illustrate the 2-D motion model and
regularization constraints used to determine image velocity.
The ideal constraints that apply to the unknowns of
a coherent model when using restricted variables are:
u1+,1+,u1−,1−0; u1+u1−,1+1−=0 (6)
The left inequality constraints show that each un-
known must be positive-valued. The right set of equal-
ity constraints are used to ensure that only one of the
paired restricted variables u1, 1 can respond with a
non-zero value at any one instance. The properties of
these constraints are illustrated in Fig. 2D. The figure
shows the parameter space for the opponent variables
u1+, u1−. Possible values for the unknowns u1+, u1− when
veridical image speed u is fixed are illustrated in the
figure as a series of loci with gradient equal to unity.
Each loci show that there are an infinite number of
different possible values for u1+, u1−. Since the values of
u1+, u1− are constrained to be positive-valued, feasible
solutions are restricted to the top right hand quadrant
of the parameter space. To constrain u1+, u1− further, it
is stipulated that feasible solutions lie on the principal
axes of the parameter space. This additional require-
ment is made possible by restricting feasible solutions
according to the equality constraints in Eq. (6) which
also ensures that detected values for u1+, u1− are small.
3. Solving for image velocity using regularization
The model of image velocity in Eq. (5) has four
unknown parameters. To solve for these unknowns
uniquely in a linear system would require four normal
equations. Given an image with zero contrast or one
dimensional in structure, the model could be under-
constrained by three or four degrees of freedom. Hence,
with a restricted model of motion perception the aper-
ture problem is much worsened because the number of
unknowns has increased. This problem of too few input
data is a general feature of quadratic programming
problems (Barnett, 1990). To solve for the model’s
unknowns under degenerate conditions, a priori infor-
mation must be introduced to ensure that feasible solu-
tions for image speed are determined. This additional
information is introduced mathematically using regu-
larization by the minimization of an energy function
P(X) with respect to the unknown vector X=[u1+,u1−,
1
+,1−]. The energy function used is given by:
P(X)= [g+(X)]2+ [h+(X)]2+ [i+(X)]2 (7)
where,  and  are Lagrange multipliers (regularization
weights). Briefly, [g+(X)]2 represents the 2-D velocity of
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the processed image signals according to the constraints
prescribed by the intersection of constraints (IOC).
[h+(X)]2 represents a 1-D model of image velocity,
while [i+(X)]2 represents a priori constraints placed
upon the values for the restricted unknowns. Each of
these terms are described in more detail in the following
sections and by Fig. 2A–D.
3.1. 2-D model of motion perception
Fig. 2A shows how a coherent velocity may be
determined using the intersection of constraints (IOC)
velocity model of coherent motion (Adelson &
Movshon, 1982). The dashed lines shown in the figure
illustrate the possible 2-D image velocities consistent
with the motion of each sinusoidal grating. The point in
velocity space where these two loci intersect gives the
veridical velocity of the image signal. Mathematically
speaking, the function [g+(X)]2 may be thought to
represent the collection of 1-D constraint lines from the
ensemble of phase gradients obtained from the pro-
cessed image signal. Explicitly the function is given by:
[g+(X)]2= W[x(u1+−u1−)+y(1+−1−)+t ]2
(8)
The minimization of [g+(X)]2 with respect to the
vector X can be viewed as analogous to solving for
image velocity using an IOC model of motion percep-
tion (Fig. 2A).
3.2. Orthogonal trajectories and a 1-D model of motion
perception
The aperture problem refers to classes of moving
image signals whose spatial structure is 1-D rather than
2-D (Marr, 1982). For these image signals image veloc-
ity is undefined according to a 2-D model of motion
perception. For signals of this type, a model of motion
perception is developed that requires only one normal
equation from the image measurements. The model
assumes that image velocity along the contours of
constant phase can be set to zero. This constraint is
represented mathematically by:
yu−x=0 (9)
where the image gradient signals in Eq. (9) are the same
as those expressed in Eq. (4). As shown in Fig. 2B the
constraint given by Eq. (9) may be viewed as a 1-D
constraint line that passes through the origin of velocity
space in a direction orthogonal to the constraint line of
the moving 1-D image signal. Fig. 2B shows that this
1-D model defines the velocity of a 1-D signal by
the shortest distance (in velocity space) between
the origin and the image signal’s 1-D constraint line.
To confirm this, Eqs. (4) and (9) are combined and
solved to give the phase velocity1 of the image signal
(uph, ph):
uph=
−xt
x
2+y
2, ph=
−yt
x
2+y
2 (10)
which emphasizes that this model only requires one
normal constraint. When represented by unrestricted
variables, Eq. (9) may be expressed as:
y(u1+−u1−)−x(1+−1−)=0 (11)
which defines the regularization term ([h+(X)]2) in Eq.
(7). Explicitly it is given by:
[h+(X)]2= W[y(u1+−u1−)−x(1+−1−)]2 (12)
The 1-D model just developed does not, however,
detect image motion correctly for all classes of 2-D
signals. This is because the model is 1-D rather than
2-D. Whether the image signal is 1- or 2-D cannot be
determined a priori. One can, however, take a compro-
mise between the 1-D and 2-D models by regularization
with a weight given by the magnitude of  in Eq. (7).
3.3. Zeroth-order regularization
A common a priori assumption that is often intro-
duced into models of motion perception is that detected
image velocity, when represented by the unrestricted
variables [u,  ], is assumed to be small (Simoncelli,
1993). The simplest way to introduce this assumption
into models of motion perception is via ridge-regression
or zeroth-order regularization (Press, Teuolsky, Vetter-
ling, & Flannery, 1992) although mathematical rigor
can be assured using Bayesian inference which is a
computational equivalent.2 Thus, zeroth-order regu-
larization (Z-OR) may be thought of as a computa-
tional equivalent to a Bayesian’s prior for low speed.
Z-OR introduces dummy data points into motion com-
putations that stabilize velocity estimates under condi-
tions of degeneracy (see Appendix C). The technique
ensures that an image with zero contrast will be inter-
preted as static rather than having an undefined veloc-
ity. In velocity space, Z-OR may be imagined as an
impulse function centered at the origin. The impulse
function employed here is isotropic thus projecting
constraint lines in all directions with equal weight. In
the absence of an input image signal, these constraint
lines intersect at the origin which accounts for the bias
for low speed.
1 The phase velocity is roughly equivalent to a vector sum of a
plaid’s component velocities or the first principal component of the
moving image signal.
2 It is not clear, if it is practical to pose Bayesian inference as a
quadratic programming problem. For this reason Bayesian methods
are avoided in favor of zeroth-order regularization.
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Z-OR stabilizes motion computations for 1-D image
signals as illustrated in Fig. 2C. The figure shows that one
constraint line propagates parallel to the 1-D signal’s
normal velocity. Since all the other constraint lines are
isotropically distributed about this constraint line, de-
tected direction for a 1-D signal is veridical. However,
in the direction parallel to the constraint line of the 1-D
signal, there is a constraint line that passes through the
origin. This constraint line reduces detected speed in the
normal direction of the 1-D signal. The impact of Z-OR
depends upon the contrast of the image signal; it is
greatest when image contrast is low because the responses
from the space-time separable filters are small for these
image signals.
The introduction of Z-OR into the model is made
possible by the regularization function [i+(X)]2 from Eq.
(7) which is defined by:
[i+(X)]2= [u1+]2+ [u1−]2+ [1+]2+ [1−]2+ [u1+u1−+1+1−]
(13)
where the terms present in the right square bracket of Eq.
(13) introduce mutual inhibition between the opponent
pairs of restricted variables. The inhibition helps to
stabilize the convergence properties of the network when
solving for the model’s unknown parameters by stipulat-
ing that only one of each pair of restricted variables can
signal with a non-zero value at any instant (Fig. 2D). The
four central square bracket terms in Eq. (13) represent
the zeroth-order regularization terms.
4. Adaptive methods
In Appendix A, it is shown that the quadratic func-
tion P(X) in Eq. (7) is differentiable. This property
allows one to determine the minimum of P(X) by
gradient descent (iteration). Gradient descent is justified
because the model’s unknowns are nonlinear, and the
number of unknowns that one is required to solve is
greater than two. The gradient descent algorithm used
was a variant of Jacobi’s method (Barnett, 1990; Ax-
elsson, 1996). The computations used to determine one
of the four restricted variables are illustrated in Fig. 3,
and for one of the four possible output units is ex-
pressed mathematically using finite difference equations
by:
where the image measurements are also functions of
time. This dependency has been omitted for brevity.
Each square box shown in Fig. 3, denotes a gain
obtained from the responses of the quadratic combina-
tions of phase gradients. The feedback gain (b1= (1−
(1+))) was first-order because the new
measurements depend only upon a single delay element.
There is also a second-order method which might also
be considered (Axelsson, 1996). The piecewise linear
rectifier shown in the feedforward path of the network,
with gain given by , ensures that the responses of the
network are positive-valued and thus adhere to the
stipulated inequality constraints given by Eq. (6). The
gradient descent procedure uses feedback and temporal
smoothing which is controlled by b11, to solve for
the model’s parameters. Temporal smoothing was
found to be advantageous in terms of the model’s
properties. For example, if the temporal smoothing was
too short in duration, the iterative model could oscillate
while converging towards steady-state.
The computations given in Eq. (14) (Fig. 3) mask a
number of important properties. First, the tonic re-
sponse from Eq. (2) may be shown to have a similar
impact on image velocity to that of Z-OR, namely,
contrast and speed tuned decreases in detected speed.
Second, by varying the magnitude of b1 in Eq. (14) it is
possible to introduce Z-OR, the effects of which
are independent on image contrast and frequency.
The model thus illustrates that there are a number of
u1+(t)=b1u1+(t−1)−

2
u1−(t−1)−
u1+(t−1) (1−) (x2−y2)−2(x2+y2)u1−+2(1−)
xy(1+(t−1)−1−(t−1))+xt(1+) (x2+y2)
n
(14)
Fig. 3. The illustration shows in a simplified way, the computations
required to detect image velocity from Eq. (14). Only one of the four
output units used to code for image velocity is shown. The regulariza-
tion weight  is set to zero for brevity. D is a piecewise linear rectifier,
Z−1 a delay of one iteration, while  determines the feedforward gain
of the network. It should be noted, that the expected values for the
squared phase gradients defined in Eq. (2) prevent any divisive terms
in the network from being equal to zero at any single instance.
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Fig. 4. Speed estimates for type I plaids. (A) An example of the type of spatial image signal used in the motion experiments of Castet and Morgan
(1996). (B) IOC reconstruction of coherent motion (Vt) from components (Vs1) and (Vs2). For these simulations, the angle  was manipulated
while image speed was fixed. (C) Psychophysical data plotted from Castet and Morgan for subject AB (C&M) (). Data for subject KMB ()
are plotted from Ferrera and Wilson (1991). Image speed was not fixed in these experiments. For comparative purposes, model predictions tied
with the relevant empirical data are shown using the same symbols but filled. (D) Time course of speed detection for type I plaids using Z-OR.
IOC speed was fixed as a function of the angle . The time span for each iteration is taken to be 10 ms. (E) Steady-state estimates of image speed
using the same images as in (A), but introducing regularizers from orthogonal trajectories. (F) Steady-state estimates of plaid speed. Diamond
symbols refer to distortion products (DPs) at 1.0 cpd, while square symbols refer to DPs at 4.0 cpd. For filled symbols, =0, while for open
symbols =0.1.
possible explanations for both contrast and speed tuned
effects on motion perception. The dependency of the
cause and effect on visual perception naturally de-
pend upon the velocity model used by the visual system.
The model proposed in this paper is a variant of a linear
regression model, which assumes that errors are purely
temporal in origin. It is for this reason that tonic
responses from Eq. (2) can have a bearing on the image
speed determined by the model.
To summarize, estimates of image velocity defined by
the minimization of the energy function P(X) is one that
takes a compromise between Z-OR and models of both
1-D and 2-D motion signals. In this way, it is posited that
the visual system may attain stability by taking into
account the two possible conditions for image degener-
acy that may affect 2-D motion computations. For 1-D
image signals, Fig. 2B,C further show that the effects of
regularization made by Z-OR and by constraints based
upon orthogonal trajectories are different. Evidence to
support the different regularization functions introduced
into the model is discussed next.
5. Computational demonstrations
To demonstrate the model, empirical data reported by
Ferrera and Wilson (1991) and by Castet and Morgan
(1996) are examined. For the computer simulations, the
network shown in Fig. 3 was used. Frequency space was
tiled with Gabor functions whose spatial orientation
differences were 22.5°. Temporal frequency bandwidths
were broad at about 2 octaves. The bandpass filters were
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tuned to two different phase (normal) velocities; namely
zero, and 1.0°/s and peak contrast sensitivity was set
at 4.0 cpd (cycles per degree). To test the model using
these psychophysical data, the magnitude of the parame-
ter  from (7) was varied while keeping all other
parameters in the model fixed.
Castet and Morgan (1996) (see also Ferrera & Wilson,
1991) showed how perceived speed for type I plaids varied
as a function of  ; the spatial orientation between plaid
components (Fig. 4B,C). Castet and Morgan (1996) used
moving plaid images like the one illustrated in Fig. 4A.
The veridical coherent velocity of each image sequence
used was fixed. This was achieved by fixing the temporal
frequency of each component but allowing component
spatial frequency to vary in the direction orthogonal to
the coherent motion vector. An IOC construction of these
manipulations is illustrated in Fig. 4B. Fig. 4C shows data
collected for one subject by Castet and Morgan (1996).
Fig. 4C also show data for one subject plotted from
Ferrera and Wilson (1991). In their experiments, coherent
plaid speed was not fixed. They varied the relative
orientation of the plaid’s component gratings while fixing
the magnitude of both component’s spatial and temporal
frequency. The data plotted in Fig. 4C show the ratio of
perceived speed to veridical speed as the angle  was
manipulated. The figure shows that perceived speed
decreased as the angle  increased, and that decreases of
the type shown were reported both by Ferrera and Wilson
(1991) and by Castet and Morgan (1996).
The proposed model was tested (Fig. 4C–F) using plaid
patterns whose frequency components were adjusted to
parallel the experimental conditions used by Castet and
Morgan (1996). Emphasis was placed upon these condi-
tions rather than the ones used by Ferrera and Wilson
(1991) because the perceived biases for plaid patterns
found by Castet and Morgan help illustrate one aspect
of motion perception that cannot be explained by Z-OR
as conventionally employed in models of motion percep-
tion (see Appendix C).
In these simulations a distortion product (DP) of 10%
image contrast was introduced into the visual signal to
simulate the effects of early nonlinearities by visual
processes.3 For the image signals studied, it should be
borne in mind that the spatio-temporal frequency com-
ponent of the plaid’s phase velocity and the distortion
product with the highest magnitude of temporal fre-
quency are equal.
6. Results and discussion
Fig. 4C–F show relative estimates of image velocity
from the model defined as the ratio of detected to veridical
image speed. Fig. 4D shows the time course of motion
estimation as a function of the number of iterations
required to converge to steady state values. The figure
shows, that for small angles of  the network converged
rapidly, but for larger angles convergence was much
slower. For these experiments, the magnitude of  from
Eq. (7) was set to zero.
Fig. 4E shows steady state estimates of image velocity,
but this time the parameter  was varied between 0 and
0.20. The spatial frequency of the plaid’s carrier was fixed
at 4.0 cpd. From the figure, it can be seen that regulariza-
tion based upon orthogonal trajectories led to a bias that
depended upon  ; the spatial orientation difference
between the plaid components. The trends predicted by
this type of regularization closely match the empirical
data found by Ferrera and Wilson and by Castet and
Morgan (see Fig. 4C). Castet and Morgan suggested that
perceived plaid speed was based upon an average taken
from the speed of each of the plaid’s component gratings
and the IOC. The introduction of regularization based
upon orthogonal trajectories is a relative of this idea
because a plaid’s phase velocity is the average component
velocity.
When the regularization weight =0, Fig. 4F shows
that detected image speed depends upon the spatial
frequency of the plaid’s component gratings (closed
symbols in Fig. 4F). For the highest spatial frequency
examined (DP=4.0 cpd), detected speed was only af-
fected when the angle  was large. For this case, Fig. 4F
shows that detected speed decreased as  increased. For
lower plaid spatial frequencies (DP=1.0 cpd), however,
this trend was reversed. Increasing the angle  led to an
increase in detected speed. When increasing , the
magnitude of the plaid’s component spatial frequencies
also increases. Should this increase approach the peak
spatial tuning frequency of the model, then the impact
of Z-OR will decrease. However, for cases where increases
in the angle  departs from the peak spatial frequency
tuning of the model, then reverse effects are to be
expected. These trends are possible because the effects of
Z-OR are most noticeable at low contrast levels. For the
visual system contrast sensitivity also depends upon
image frequency. Its peak is around 5 cpd and declines
rapidly at lower and higher spatial frequencies. Therefore,
the effects on perception of Z-OR should be observable
when presenting image signals with very low or high
spatial frequency components. These predictions are
consistent with data reported by Campbell and Maffei
(1981). They found that perceived speed for gratings
depended upon spatial frequency in the way just described
(see also Simoncelli, 1993).
Campbell and Maffei’s visual stimuli were rotating
sinusoidal gratings. Thompson (1982) found that contrast
effects on perceived speed for translating gratings were
temporal frequency tuned. He reported that low contrast
and low temporal frequency gratings are perceived to
move slower than veridical, but faster than veridical when
3 An early compressive nonlinearity will introduce distortion prod-
ucts at the sum and difference frequencies of the plaid.
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temporal frequency is high. Thompson’s results are
inconsistent with those predictions made by Z-OR and
the current model. To highlight further, the simulations
presented in Fig. 4E and F show that speed priors are
unable to account in a consistent way for the biases in
perceived speed reported for type I plaids (see also
Appendix C).
To explain motion perception for type I plaid patterns,
two types of regularization were introduced into motion
computations. The first, Z-OR, or equivalently a tonic
response from Eq. (2) can account for contrast dependent
speed decreases. For low contrast image signals, the
responses from the bandpass filters will be small and the
influence of the regularization weight  from Eq. (7)
biases estimates for image velocity towards zero. Z-OR
can also be used to explain biases in perceived direction
for plaid pattern’s whose two component gratings are
presented with one at very low and the other at high
contrast (Simoncelli, 1993). Z-OR would, however, find
it difficult to account for the biases in perceived speed for
type I plaids reported by Castet and Morgan (1996). To
explain this bias, a second type of regularization based
upon orthogonal trajectories is introduced. Its effects are
independent of image contrast because the regularization
function is based upon a re-ordering of bandpass filter
responses according to a 1-D model of motion percep-
tion. There is, however, another possible explanation for
biases in perceived speed for type I plaids that should also
be considered before the requirement for two different
types of regularization can be justified.
In the studies conducted by Ferrera and Wilson (1991)
and by Castet and Morgan (1996) test plaid stimuli were
presented to subjects for a few hundred milliseconds. Fig.
4D shows that the rate of convergence of the proposed
model depends upon the angle . The dependency of
convergence on  is similar to that reported by Castet
and Morgan. The empirical data shown in Fig. 4C could,
therefore, be explained by a model that supposes that a
few hundred milliseconds is an insufficient length of time
for the visual system to solve the IOC. To rule out this
possibility, it can be noted that Yo and Wilson (1992)
found that perceived direction for type II plaid patterns
was initially biased towards the direction of the plaid’s
phase velocity (vector sum), and then converged to
steady-state conditions after 150 ms. In the steady state,
perceived direction was not veridical but again biased in
the direction of the plaid’s phase velocity (Ferrera &
Wilson, 1990, 1991; Burke & Wenderoth, 1993). Yo and
Wilson’s results (see also Wilson, Ferrera, & Yo, 1992)
suggest that 150 ms is close to the time required by the
visual system to solve the IOC. Langley (1999) showed
that the time course, and steady state direction biases for
type II plaids may be explained by a gradient descent
algorithm that is similar to the one proposed here. These
model simulations suggest that the empirical results
shown in Fig. 4C cannot be explained by time taken for
the visual system to solve the IOC.
Ferrera and Wilson (1991) posited that distortion
products introduced via nonlinear visual processes
could provide an explanation for the perceived speed
biases found for type I plaids. This hypothesis could be
tested by repeating their experiments at low contrast.
Here, one could expect DPs to be smaller than contrast
thresholds, and therefore have little impact on per-
ceived speed. Another test of the DP model would be to
fix the speed of the moving DP and to vary the spatial
frequency of the plaid’s component gratings, the ma-
nipulations used by Castet and Morgan (1996). For
these conditions, Fig. 4C shows that perceived speed
still depended upon the angle . Through computer
simulations, it was also determined that DPs at 10%
contrast had little impact on detected image speed.
Together, the empirical data and model simulations
rule out the possibility that DPs could be solely respon-
sible for perceived speed biases found for type I plaids.
The case to support the idea for two different of
regularization functions is thus complete.
To stabilize motion computations for degenerate im-
age signals, Simoncelli (1993) proposed a Bayesian
model that also introduced two types of regularization.
These were based upon (i) low speed priors, (a compu-
tational equivalent to Z-OR) and (ii) the assumption
that there could be errors when applying the motion
constraint equation to moving image signals. This latter
assumption led to normalization of the regression ma-
trix of spatial gradient signals by the magnitude of its
norm. Simoncelli’s second type regularization could be
used to explain the perceived speed biases for type I
plaids found by Castet and Morgan (1996) and predicts
that perceived biases for type I plaids depend upon the
absolute magnitude of component spatial frequency.
Regularization by orthogonal trajectories does not
make this prediction. Castet and Morgan (1996) did not
find that speed biases for type I plaids was significantly
affected by manipulations of spatial frequency. This
result gives some support to those predictions made by
regularization based upon orthogonal trajectories.
7. Summary
It has been shown that a model of motion sensing
incorporating regularization and restricted variables
can explain a range of psychophysically observed phe-
nomena. The proposed model shares many of the fea-
tures of Simoncelli and Heeger’s model of MT neurons.
For example, inhibition between opponent motion pro-
cesses and contrast normalization are all key features of
the proposed model that are shared with the one pro-
posed by Simoncelli and Heeger. The model does,
however, advance Simoncelli and Heeger’s work in two
ways. First, motion detection is posed as a quadratic
programming problem to ensure that motion signals
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are coded using positive valued signals. Second, 2-D
motion computations were regularized by introducing
zeroth-order regularization; a preference for low image
speeds (Simoncelli, 1993) and a 1-D model of motion
detection. The 1-D model was required to explain bi-
ases in perceived speed for type I plaids. These proper-
ties of the model are of course not just restricted to
phase-based methods for motion detection, but may be
applied to both energy and gradient models based upon
an initial stage of lowpass filtering with, broadly speak-
ing, similar effects.
The model is expected to evolve in the future. Nota-
ble extensions will include the spatial integration of
motion signals (Horn & Schunck, 1981) and higher-or-
der models of motion processing like the detection of
motion transparency. The predictive power of the ap-
proach does, however, demonstrate that the visual sys-
tem may be described as a constrained estimator of
motion signals. One that given the constraints imposed
by neural processes, and the computational goals of
vision systems in general, optimizes its detection of 2-D
motion signals by taking into account possible sources
of degeneracy that may arise from degenerate image
functions and from the motion model employed by the
visual system that is used to detect image velocity.
Appendix A. Gradient descent on restricted variables
When solving for an unknown restricted vector X by
gradient descent, there could be a problem because of
the discontinuity in X when one or more of the ele-
ments of this vector are zero-valued. The following
Lemma justifies iterative methods.
Lemma. If g(X) has a continuous first partial deriatie
on Rn, the same is true of G(X)= [g+(X)]2; i.e. when the
function g(X) is passed through a piecewise linear rec-
tifier. For this case:
G
xi
(X)=2g+(X)
g
xi
(X), i=1,2,..,n, for all XRn
(15)
which shows that the function G(X) is differentiable so
that the minimum of the quadratic function may be found
by a gradient descent algorithm.
Appendix B. Constraints on restricted variables
In this paper, each unrestricted variable was trans-
formed into a restricted variable by substitutions of the
form u=u1+−u−1 where both u1+, u1−0. Thus, with n
unrestricted variables, the number of unknowns in-
creased to 2n. This is inefficient. It may be shown
(Dantzig, 1963), that a problem with n unrestricted
variables may be transformed into n+1 restricted vari-
ables, by u=ui+−w+, where w+, ui+ are also restricted
variables. The advantage is clear. Using this transfor-
mation, Eq. (5) may be re-written as:
xu1++y1+− (x+y)w++t=0 (16)
which makes explicit the point that three restricted
variables are sufficient to code for image velocity using
positive-valued functions.
Appendix C. Regularization and type I plaids
Consider an image signal composed of two sinusoidal
grating signals given by I(x, t)=cos(kx+ky+	t)+
cos(−kx+ky+	t) as illustrated in Fig. 4B. The
frequency components of each sinusoidal grating are
further assumed to be determined precisely. Image
speed is defined by the veridical speed of the two
component gratings and a Z-OR term. The solution for
image speed can be shown equivalent to a least-squares
minimization given by:
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where 0 refers to the weight given to Z-OR and ri
are residual errors. Solving for the unknowns by mini-
mizing i r i2 in respect of u,  gives:
u=0, =
2k	
2k2+
(18)
Thus, image velocity in the x-direction is always
zero. In the experiments of Castet and Morgan (1996),
they varied k while fixing k. Eq. (18) shows that speed
in the direction given by  is independent of k. There-
fore, the effect of Z-OR on the detection of image
velocity for the processed image signals given in Eq.
(17) cannot explain in a consistent way, biases in per-
ceived speed as was reported by Castet and Morgan. To
do this would require that  is allowed to vary as a
function of image signal frequency. This requirement
contradicts the definition of Z-OR and also Bayesian
priors for low speed as these terms are used convention-
ally in existing models of motion perception.
When regularizing the image signal I(x, t) using the
constraints based upon orthogonal trajectories as given
in Eq. (9) with regularization weight , one obtains:
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u=0, =
k	
k2+(k)2
(19)
from which the dependency of image speed in the
direction given by  on the magnitude of k is clear.
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